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Hands-on science extravaganza excites

students
By Chris Henry

Wednesday, February 26, 2014

BREMERTON — Two little girls stood wide-eyed before a table of tools: hammers,

sanders, power sprayers and a really gnarley-looking claw.

“Hi guys, do you like cars?” asked Meredy Smilen, a student in West Sound Technical

Skills Center’s automotive collision and repair program.

The 7-year-olds — Emily Pardo and Reis Every, both students at Harbor Montessori

in Gig Harbor — nodded in unison.

“That’s my job, to take dents out of the cars, and you can paint them any color,”

Smilen said, handing a paint sprayer to the pair, who examined it in awe. The girls

then took turns trying on a welding helmet that dwarfed their tiny heads.

The display was part of Wednesday’s West Hills STEM Academy’s 4th annual fair

dedicated to science, technology, math and engineering. Community volunteers like

Smilen bring hands-on activities to the school to show students how subjects they’re

studying now are applied in real life.

The event takes place the same day as the school’s science fair. After students’

entries are judged, the real fun begins.

More than 250 children and adults bustled about the school’s gym, the kids building

structures out of toothpicks, operating robots, twirling valves and watching the effect

of electric current.

At one table, a nutritionist handed out yogurt parfaits. A boy walked by in a crayon-

colored paper cap showing lobes of the brain. And from a table across the room, a

paper rocket soared toward the ceiling, landing by a scale model of a submarine dry

dock.

“Every year we get more tables, more people coming and more volunteers,” said

Desiree Hall, the fifth-grade teacher who organizes the event.

Hall dubs herself “coordinator of controlled chaos.”

Michael Aubry, 10 and in fourth grade at the school, tried out four scale model

catapults, launching marshmallows toward a target.
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“I think the first one’s the best,” he said. “It has more rubber bands. It has more

pressure to push it back.”

“He’s always liked pulling things apart and putting them back together, so we figured

this was the best place for him,” said his mom, Dee Aubry.

While many schools incorporate principles of STEM — an emphasis on science, math

and related fields with the aim of promoting innovation and problem solving — West

Hills is Kitsap’s only K-8 STEM academy.

Over at the miniature dry dock, Capt. Garrett Farman coached a team of four

students who filled the dry dock chamber with water then guided the model sub out of

its berth, holding string-sized “ropes.”

Farman didn’t need to use terms like “buoyancy” or “hydrostatic pressure.” The kids

could see them in action.

“It really is helping them understand the principles, and it’s really cool. It’s fun to apply

math and science,” Farman said. “And the best thing about it, they don’t know they’re

learning right now, because it’s fun.”

Over at the paper rocket table, Bridger Garland, 8, was back for a fourth shot at the

launching contraption, powered by an air compressor. Travis Beach, a volunteer,

manned the station.

Beach encouraged students to make adjustments to their paper rockets to change

the trajectory. He asked Garland what he planned next for his colorful craft.

“I’m going to put wings on it,” the boy said.

“Why would you put wings on it?” Beach asked.

“Because it would fly farther.”

And it did.
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